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UNIT I – FUNDAMENTALS & LINK LAYER

PART-A

1. Define the term Computer Network. (Dec-2011)
2. Define Data Communication.
3. What is the fundamental purpose behind data communication?.
4. List out the types of data communication.
5. Define the terms data and information. (May-2012)
6. What are the fundamental characteristics on which the effectiveness of

data communication depends on?
7. Give the components of data communication. (May-2011)/ Nov/Dec 2013
9. What are the advantages of distributed processing?
10. What are the three criteria necessary for an effective and efficient
network?
11. Name the factors that affect the performance of a network.
12. Name the factors that affect the reliability of a network.
13. Name the factors that affect the security of a network.
14. Define PROTOCOL. (May-2011)/ Nov/Dec 2013
15. Give the key elements of protocol.
16. Define Standard.
17. Why are standard needed?
18. Define De facto and De jure standards.
19. Define line configuration and give its types.
20. Define topology and mention the types of topologies.
21. The Lucky Ducky corporation has a fully connected mesh network
consisting of eight devices. Calculate the total number of cable links needed
and the number of ports for each.
22. Define Hub.
23. Give an advantage for each type of network topology.
24. Define transmission mode and its types.
25. What is LAN? (Nov/Dec 2012)
26. What is WAN?
27. What is MAN?
28. Define Peer to peer processes.
29. What is half duplex mode?
30. What is full duplex mode?
31. What is internet?
32. What is Internet?
33. List the layers of OSI model.

34. Define OSI model. May-2011)/ Nov/Dec 2013
35. Which OSI layers are the network support layers?
36. Which OSI layers are the user support layers?
37. What are the responsibilities of physical layer, data link layer, network
layer, transport layer, session layer, presentation layer, application layer.
38. What is the purpose of dialog controller?
39. Name some services provided by the application layer.
40. Define Network Virtual Terminal.
41. Define the term transmission medium. (Dec-2012)
42. What are the types of transmission media?
43. What is a coaxial cable?
44. What is reflection? (Nov/Dec 2012)
45. Discuss the modes for propagation light along optical channels.
46. What is the purpose of cladding in an optical fiber? Discuss its density
relative to the core.
47. Name the advantage of optical fiber over twisted pair and coaxial cable.
48. What is the disadvantage of optical fiber as a transmission medium?
49. What does the term modem stands for?
50. What is the function of a modulator?
51. What is the function of a demodulator?
52. What is an intelligent modem?
53. What are the factors that affect the data rate of a link?
54. Define Line coding.
55. For n devices in a network, what is the number of cable links necessary
for mesh, ring, bus and star networks? (Dec-2012)
Number of links for mesh topology: n (n – 1) / 2.
Number of links for ring topology: n – 1.
Number of links for bus topology: one backbone and n drop lines.
Number of links for star topology: n.
56. Write the design issues of datalink layer?
57. Services provided to network layer.
58. What is framing?
59. What is Error control? (Nov/Dec 2012)
60. What is Flow control?
61. What is datalink?
62. What is the main function of datalink layer? (Nov/Dec 2012)
63. What is a datalink protocol?
64. What is meant by flow control?
65. How is error controlled in datalink controlled protocol?
66. Discuss the concept of redundancy in error detection.
67. What are the three types of redundancy checks used in data
communications?
68. How can the parity bit detect a damaged data unit?
69. How can we use the Hamming code to correct a burst error?
70. Briefly discuss Stop and Wait method of flow control?



71. In the Hamming code for a data unit of m bits how do you compute the
number of redundant bits ‘r’ needed?
72. What are three popular ARQ mechanisms?
73. How does ARQ correct an error?
]75. What is the purpose of the timer at the sender site in systems using
ARQ?
76. What is damaged frame?
77. What is HDLC?
78. Give data transfer modes of HDLC?
79. How many types of frames HDLC uses?
80. State phases involved in the operation of HDLC?
81. Define piggybacking?
82. What is the meaning of ACK frame?

Part –B (16 Marks)

1. Describe the functions of the layers in the OSI reference model.
(Dec-2011)

2. Explain the features of the various unguided transmission media in terms
of frequency band, modulation scheme used, noise immunity, bandwidth
and data rate. (May-2012)
3. Explain the various topologies.
4. Describe the categories of network. (Dec-2011)
5. Explain in detail the modem standards and its transmission rates.
6. With reference to transmission media, describe the relative merits of
optical fibers and copper. (Dec-2010).
7. Explain the principles involved in the transmission of data through optical
fibers.
8. Explain the structure of fiber cables with neat diagram. (Dec-2012)
9. List and discuss the components in an optical transmission system.
10. A network has n devices. Determine the number of cable links required
for a mesh, ring, bus and star topology. (Nov/Dec 2013)
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UNIT II – MEDIA ACCESS & INTERNETWORKING

PART-A

1. Write the design issues of datalink layer?
2. What is datalink?
3. What is the main function of datalink layer? (May-2011).
4. What is a datalink protocol?
5. What is meant by flow control?
6. How is error controlled in datalink controlled protocol?
7. Discuss the concept of redundancy in error detection destination.
8. What are the three types of redundancy checks used in data

communications? (Dec-2010)/(may-2012)
9. How can the parity bit detect a damaged data unit?
10. How can we use the Hamming code to correct a burst error?
11. Briefly discuss Stop and Wait method of flow control?
12. In the Hamming code for a data unit of m bits how do you compute the
number of redundant bits ‘r’ needed?
13. What are three popular ARQ mechanisms? (May-2011).
14. How does ARQ correct an error?
15. What is the purpose of the timer at the sender site in systems using
ARQ?
16. What is damaged frame?
17. What is HDLC? (Nov/Dec 2013)
18. Give data transfer modes of HDLC?
19. How many types of frames HDLC uses?
20. State phases involved in the operation of HDLC?
21. Define piggybacking?
22. What is the meaning of ACK frame?
23. What is CSMA? (Dec-2010)/(May-2012)
24. Explain CSMA/CD
25. What is collision detection?
26. State different categories of CSMA/CD?
27. State advantage of Ethernet?
28. What is the meaning of 10BASE2?
29. What is fast Ethernet?
30. State different cable standards for Fast Ethernet cabling?
31. What is bit stuffing and why it is needed in HDLC? (May-2011).
32. What is the use of p/f bit in the HDLC frame?



33. What is the length of 802.3 MAC address.
34. What is the error detecting capability of parity check?
35. What is the size of Ethernet address?
36. What is a bridge?
37. What is a repeater?
38. Define router? (Dec-2010)/(May-2012)
39. State the functions of bridge?
40. List any two functions which a bridge cannot perform?
41. What is hub?
42. State important types of hubs.
43. Mention the function of hub.
44. What is the main function of gateway? (May-2011).
45. A gateway operates at which layer.
46. Which factors a gateway handles?
47. What is meant by active hub?
48. What is the function of ACK timer?
49. Which type of routing can respond to the changes in network?
50. What are the types of bridges?
52. What is SIFS?
53. What are transreceivers? (Nov/Dec 2013)
54. What is the function of NIC?
55. Mention different random access techniques?
56. What is Bluetooth? Which frequency band is used for bandwidth?
57. List the two types of data frames in FDDI
58. What is the purpose of the NAV?
59. Name the four types of S frames.

60. What are the four SONET layers? (May-2011).

61. What is a virtual tributary?
62. What is the access method used by wireless LANs?

Part –B (16 Marks)

1. With reference to sliding window protocol explain selective repeat and go
back –N.       (6) (May-2011).

2. Explain the datalink layer in Internet and HDLC. (16)
3. Explain the CSMA/CD algorithms of Ethernet. (8)
4. Explain in details about the access method and frame format used in
Ethernet and token ring. (Dec-2010)/(May-2012) (12)
5. 1. A block of 32 bits has to be transmitted. Discuss how the thirty two bit
block is transmitted to the receiver using Longitudinal Redundancy Check.

(6)

2. Consider a 32 bit block of data 11100111 1101110100111001
10101001 that has to be transmitted. IF Longitudinal Redundancy Check is
used what is the transmitted bit stream. (4)

3. In the Hamming code for a data unit of m bits how do you compute the
number of redundant bits ‘r’ needed. (3)

4. What kinds of errors can vertical Redundancy check determine? What
kinds of errors it cannot determine? (3)

1. 6. i. List the three main functions performed by the data link layer of the ISO
OSI model.    (3) (Dec-2012)

ii. Explain the working of carrier sense multiple access protocol.  (3)
iii. How does a Token Ring LAN operates? Discuss.    (6)
iv. List and briefly discuss the two different basic transmission technologies
that can be used to set up wireless LAN’s. (4) (Dec-2010)/(may-2012)
7. Explain Hamming Code.
8. Explain in details SONET and SONET Frame.
9. Explain the frame format, operation and ring maintenance feature of IEEE
802.5 MAC protocol.

10. i. Explain the datalink layer in the Internet. (May-2011).

ii. If the frame is 1101011011 and generator is 10011 what would
be the transmitted frame?

11. i. What is the remainder obtained by dividing x7+x5+1 by the generator
polynomial x3+1.

ii. A bit stream 10011101 is transmitted using the standard CRC method.
The generator polynomial is x3+1 show the actual bit string transmitted.
Suppose the third bit from left is inverted during transmission show that this
error is detected at receiver’s end.

iii. A bit string 0111101111101111110, needs to be transmitted at the
datalink layer.   What is the string actually transmitted after bit stuffing.
12. Briefly define key requirements for wireless LANs.
13. Describe the FDDI frame format and explain.
14. Discuss the MAC layer functions of IEEE 802.11. (May-2011).
15. Explain in details the types of bridges. (Nov/Dec 2013)
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UNIT III – ROUTING

PART-A
1. What is mean by internetworks?
2. What are the methods of packet switching?
3. What is an Internet Protocol (IP)? (Dec-2010)/(May-2012)
4. What is an IP address?
5. What are the categories of IP addresses?
6. Discuss the class field in IP address.
7. Explain Multicasting.
8. Define the term broad casting. (May-2011).
9. What is a hostid and netid?
10. How does a netid differ from a network address?
11. What is the purpose of subnetting?
12. Define Masking.
13. What is the difference between boundary level masking and non-

boundary level masking.
14. What is the function of router?
15. How does a router differ from a bridge?
16. What is the class of each of the following addresses?
17. Find the class of each addresses. (Dec-2010)/(may-2012)
18. In routing what does the term SHORTEST mean?
19. Why is adaptive routing superior to non adaptive routing?
20. What is the router’s role in controlling the packet lifetime?
21. What are the most popular routing algorithms?
23. What is Super netting?
24. Define flooding? (Nov/Dec 2013)
25. What are the services offered by network layer?
26. Distinguish between adaptive and non adaptive routing algorithms.
27. Identify the class and default subnet mask of the IP address
217.65.10.7.
28. What are the fields present in IP address? (May-2011).
29. What are the three main elements of Link state routing?
31. What are the advantages of flooding?
32. What is flow control?
33. Differentiate virtual circuit and datagram’s. (Dec-2010)/(may-2012)
34. What is adaptive routing algorithm?
35. What is the time to live field in IP header?
36. What are the main disadvantages of distance vector routing?
37. Identify the class and default subnet mask of the IP address 217.65.10.7
38. What is meant by virtual path?

39. What is address resolution?
40. Why is it that in a broadcast network, the network layer is often thin or
even nonexistent? (May-2011).
41. What are the benefits of subnetting a network?
42. What is meant by routing algorithm?
43. What are the desirable properties of a routing algorithm?
44. What are the types of routing algorithms?
45. What are the metrics used by routing protocols? (May-2011).

Part –B (16 Marks)

1. Explain the network layer in the Internet and IP addressing
2. Write a note on various internetworking devices
3. Compare Bridges and routers
4. Explain shortest path algorithm with a suitable illustration (May-2011).
5. Explain the following

1. Explain the distance vector routing algorithm.
2. Mention the limitations of distance vector routing algorithm.
3. Explain the building and distribution of link state packets in link state

routing algorithm.
4. Mention the limitations of link state routing algorithm.

6. Explain link state routing and discuss its advantages over distance vector
routing.
7. Explain in details packet switching.
8. Explain in details Datagram approach. (May-2011).
9. Explain in details IP addressing methods.
10. State which layers of the ISO OSI model does the following
interconnecting devices operate. (Dec-2010)/(May-2012)

a. Repeaters
b. Bridges
c. Routers
d. Gateways

ii. State the major difference between Distance Vector Routing and Link
state Routing. Discuss how these routing techniques work.
11. i. What is subnetting? Discuss. Also state which classes of IP address
can be subnetted.
ii. What is subnet masking? Discuss (Nov/Dec 2013)
iii. How can we prove that we have 2,147,483,648 addresses in class A?
iv. What is the subnetwork address if the destination address is
200.45.34.56 and the subnet mask is 255.255.240.0 (Dec-2012)
12. i. In classful addressing how is an IP address in class A, Class B and
Class C divided? Discuss
ii. Given the address 23.56.7.91 and the default class A mask, find the
beginning address (network address)



iii. Given the address 201.180.56.5 and the default class
C mask, find the beginning address (network address).
13. For the network shown in figure with the given link cost, use Dijkstra’s
algorithm to determine the shortest path from A to all other nodes. Show all
your working and show your result as a spanning tree(s) routed at A.
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UNIT IV – TRANSPORT LAYER

PART-A
1. What are the services provided by transport layer protocol?
2. What is the difference between network service and transport service?.
3. List some of the Quality of service parameters of transport layer
4. What are the functions of transport layers? (Dec-2012)
5. What is transport entity?
6. What is segmentation?
7. What is concatenation? (May-2011).
8. What is the purpose of sequence control?
9. How transport layer performs Duplication control?
10. Define Multiplexing.
11. What are the two ways of multiplexing done at the transport layer?
12. What are the service primitives in simple transport protocol?
13. What is the function of transmission timer?
14. What is meant by well known port? What is the numbers?
15. What are the three steps involved in establishing a connection?
16. What are the steps involved while terminating a connection?
17. When is upward multiplexing used?
18. What is Transport Control Protocol (TCP)? (Dec-2010)/(may-2012)
19. Define the term (i) Host (ii) IP
20. What is UDP? (Nov/Dec 2013)
21. What are the four major aspects of reliable delivery at the transport
layer? (May-2011).
22. What is RTT?
23. How is RTT used in networking?
24. How is RTT computed?
25. Do TCP, UDP or both compute RTT? (Dec-2010)/(may-2012)
26. Explain the purpose of these timers in TCP:
27. What is an silly window syndrome?
28. List the flag used in TCP header?

29. What is the purpose of urgent pointer in the TCP header?
30. What is the segment?
31. What is a port?
32. What is Socket?
33. How TCP differ from the sliding window protocols. (May-2011).
34. Explain how the TCP provides the reliability?
35. What is a datagram socket?
36. “TCP software is implemented as a finite state machine.” Discuss.
37. What is stream socket?
38. Give the strategies TCP uses to avoid congestion.
39. What is the purpose of choke packet?
40. Give the structure of UDP header (Dec-2010)/(May-2012)
41. State any 2 socket primitives for TCP and state their function.
42. Give some examples of application where UDP is preferred over TCP.
43. What is congestion?
44. What is meant by slow start in TCP?
45. What are the types of congestion control algorithms?
46. Define the term Jitter.
47. What are the scheduling techniques designed to improve the quality of
services?
48. Define Traffic Shaping.
49. Define Resource Reservation.

PART – B (16 MARKS)

1. Explain a congestion control algorithm. (Dec-2010)/(May-2012)
2. Explain the duties of Transport layer.
3. Explain the TCP transmission policy, Congestion control.
4. Explain the following issues of transport protocol (Dec-2010)/(May-2012)
a. Establishing a connection
b. Terminating a connection
5. Explain the TCP header and working of the TCP protocol.

(Nov/Dec2013)
6. Explain the various fields of TCP header with the help of a neat diagram.
7. Explain the various steps that are followed in releasing a TCP connection.
8. Explain the three way handshake protocol to establish the transport level
connection. (May-2011).
9. Discuss about congestion control in frame relay.
10. Discuss the various issues of transport layer in details. (May-2011).
11. i. List and discuss the various primitives for a simple transport services

ii. “DNS can use the service of UDP or TCP using port 53” Discuss when
UDP is used and when TCP is used.

iii. Highlight the features of UDP and briefly discuss the same. (Dec-2012)
12. i. Discuss connection establishment and connection release in TCP

ii. Discuss how TCP provides reliability using error control.



iii. Discuss the strategies TCP uses to avoid congestion
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UNIT V – APPLICATION LAYER

PART-A
1. What is the Domain Name System responsible for?
2. Discuss the three main divisions of the DNS. (Dec-2012)
3. What role does the DNS resolver play in the DNS system?
4. How does a DNS Resolver bootstrap the domain name lookup process?
5. Define SMTP.
6. Define the term domain. (May-2011).
7. What are the two parts of addressing system in SMTP?
8. Discuss MIME.
9. What are the services provided by user agent?
10. What are the four properties of HTTP?
11. Describe why HTTP is designed as a stateless protocol?
12. What are the four groups of HTTP header? (Dec-2012)
13. Define the terms (i) Browser (ii) Hypertext Mark Up language.
14. What is a hypertext?
15. What are categories of web documents?
16. What do you mean by URL?
17. What are basic functions of email system? (Dec-2010)/(May-2012)
18. What is an Electronic Mail?
19. What is WWW?
20. What do you mean by hypermedia?
21. What is the web browser?
22. What is a post office l?
23. What do you mean by active web pages?
24. What are the transmission modes of FTP?
25. Compare the HTTP and FTP
26. What is mailing list?
27. What is the application layer protocol world wide web?
28. What is the use of Mail transfer agent?
29. What are the two main categories of DNS messages?
30. Why was there a need for DNS?
31. What are the two types of user Agents?
32. What is the purpose of FTP?
33. What does CGI stand for and what is its function? (May-2011).
34. What is a homepage?

for an organization or an individual is known as a homepage.
35. Define cryptography.
36. What is Cipher text?
37. Define Passive and Active attack.
38. What are the two categories of cryptography methods? What is the main
difference between the categories? (Dec-2012)
39. State which layer of the TCP/IP reference model the following protocols
are present.
40. What is filter for email users?
41. Mention the aspects of security. (Dec-2010)/May-2012)
42. What are the advantages of public key encryption/decryption?
43. What are the parts of a browser?

PART – B (16 MARKS)

1. Explain DNS with reference to its components and working. (16)
(Dec-2010)/(May-2012)

2. Explain the message transfer using simple mail transfer protocol. (8)
3. Explain the final delivery of email to the end user using pop3. (8)
4. Write short notes on email services of the application layer. (8)
5. Explain in details the SMTP. (8)
6. Explain in details WWW. (8) (May-2011)
7. Explain the architecture and services of e-mailing system. (16)
8. Explain substitution and transposition ciphers with an example for each.

(5)
9. Explain the RSA public key encryption algorithms with an example. (8)
10. What are the two categories of encryption/decryption methods? What is
the main difference between the categories? (8) (Dec-2012)
11. Explain active and passive attacks. (8) (Dec-2012)
12. Explain DES encryption algorithm. How is it different from triple DES?

(May-2011)(8)
13. i. With a relevant example discuss how the domain space is divided. (6)
ii. Distinguish between a fully qualified domain name and a partially qualified
domain name. Give relevant example. (6) (Nov/Dec 2013)
iii. List the various risks faced by messages that are transmitted over the
internet. (4)
14. i. Discuss how simple mail transfer protocol (SMTP) works? Can
multimedia messages be transmitted using SMTP? Discuss. (10)

ii. Is common gateway interface a language. Discuss. (6)


